Moon persona 4

Continue

&lt;&lt; Return to the Main Social Link Hub &gt;&gt; *Values highlighted in red are optimal choices. * All values are in your possession with a persona of the same Arcana. Available Days: Hisano is during the holidays Monday Wednesday Wednesday Sunday Sunday Sunday rainy days O O O rank 2 answer 1 Why buy
so much? +0 We have to come back. +3 Stop whining. +0 Answer 2 Safe. +0 Buy it yourself. +3 Let's share one. +1 Answer 3 Sounds like a good idea. +0 That would be kind of boring. +0 Rank 3 Answer 1 Come with me shopping. +2 Let's just cool down. Why are we back here...? Answer 2 I appreciate it. +0 Not
exactly... +0 Answer 3 Can't you be nice? +0 You could have talked to him... +0 That was downright cruel... -1 Does everything look like it? +0 Rank 4 Answer 1 Stop it +3 Ignore it +2 Answer 2 ... Have you heard them? +3 Hey, let's go. +3 Rank 5 Answer 1 What are you talking about? +2 You are welcome. +2 I didn't do
much. +2 Answer 2 He probably does. +0 Have a little confidence. +2 I wouldn't know. +0 ...... +0 Answer 3 No problem. +0 Don't pass! -1 Rank 6 Answer 1 Try to calm down. +0 Come here... +0 I hear you out. +0 Answer 2 You are still young. +0 He just doesn't know you. +0 I will shout at him later. +0 Answer 3 I will
be your friend (FRIENDSHIP) ..... (ROMANCE) Answer 4 Sounds good. (FRIENDSHIP) Are you sure? (ROMANCE) -ROMANCE ROUTE- Rank 7 Answer 1 I have nothing against it. +3 About the time you said it. +2 Answer 2 Because we are friends. +3 You have a damper on me. +3 Because I am special to you. +3
Rank 8 Answer 1 Passes all the time. +3 You can be so cruel. +3 Are you okay with that? +0 Rank 9 Answer 1 Help Your +0 See what happened +0 Answer 2 Thanks. +3 Are you okay? +3 That was reckless of you. +3 Rank MAX (ROMANCE) Answer 1 Accept her (ROMANCE) Lean your +0 -FRIENDSHIP ROUTERank 7 Answer 1 Cute Clothing +3 Sexy Clothing +3 Casual Clothing +0 Answer 2 Yes. +3 We are? +0 Answer 3 Of course you are. +3 Not really. +0 What is wrong? +0 Rank 8 Answer 1 Of course. +3 What is wrong? (Fake reply) Answer 2 Of course... +3 Do I really have to say it? (Fake reply) Rank 9 Answer 1 Why?
+0 I don't want that. +0 You are selfish. +0 Answer 2 That's not true. +3 Then let us find your value. +2 You decide your own value. +3 Answer 3 I'm not going anywhere. +0 Well, that could happen. +0 You cannot live in fear. +0 Answer 4 Safe. +3 I knew all the time. +3 We need time apart (SOCIAL LINK DESTROYED)
Rank MAX (FRIENDSHIP) Answer 1 Of course I will. +0 I will do my best... +0 You are strong enough now. +0 The Moon Arcana (, Tsuki)? is a recurring Arcana in the Persona series. Overview[edit | edit source] Depicted as two dogs howling around a pool on the moon, with a lobster in it, with two towers in the
background, background, Moon Arcana is associated with creativity, inspiration, dreaming, madness, illusions, fear, fantasy, subconscious and trickery. In Tarot readings, it can also mean being unconsciously attuned to the world around you, gaining the ability to feel things without being told by them or without anyone
else knowing it (meaning that some identify this Arcana with mental energy). Personas of the Moon Arcana are usually mythological figures that are directly associated with the moon, are mentally tuned figures, evil figures whose story includes betrayal or figures associated with illusion. They tend to focus on physical
abilities while having average magical values. Characters who are from the moon Arcana are often similarly mentally tuned, but a more common trend is their projection of their own fears and mistakes onothers (namely the protagonists). They often tend to have difficulty accepting themselves for what they are and trying
to match an ideal person because of that fear. And like the Arcana, there is a hidden depth of why they act in their behavior. Appearances[edit | edit source] List of personas[edit | edit source] Megami Ibunroku Persona[edit | edit source] The protagonist can guarantee a fusion accident that leads to a Moon Arcana
Persona by assuming a hard reset (as in, not already in the middle of the game and loading a save or return to title to title) and performing a white fusion after performing exactly 1.194 steps in an area , where no enemies will attack. , such as the Mikage Sun Mall. Persona Level PSP Revelations Lilim Remy 21 Succubus
* Succubus 53 Persona 2[edit | edit source] Innocent Sin[edit | edit source] The Moon Arcana is represented by Maya Amano and her initial Etiera, Maia. If certain requirements are met, Maya can receive both Maia Prime and her ultimate persona of the moon Arcana, Artemis. Eternal Punishment[edit | edit source] Maya
Amano once again represents the Mondarcana and her original persona is Maia, albeit slightly altered. If certain conditions are met, Maya can transmogrify both Maia in Maia Prime and her ultimate persona of the moon Arcana, Artemis. Persona 3[edit | edit source] The Moon Arcana Social Link is represented by
Nozomi Suemitsu, whom the protagonist can initiate after hearing the rumors about the Gourmet King for Kenji Tomochika. In addition, the protagonist must first upgrade his charm characteristics to a certain level before Nozomi becomes aware of the protagonist. The protagonist must then answer Nozomis 3 questions
correctly and Rancid Gravy or Odd Morsel give as he accepts his challenge to bring Nozomi something he had never done before. Through the protagonist's interactions with Nozomi, he helps Nozomi understand his self-deputable side and his true passion and talents. After completing the Social Link, Nozomi becomes
the protagonist He received ramen restaurant at the Hakagure Bowl and gave the ultimate shape of the moon Arcana, sandalphone, the heavenly messenger. FES[edit | edit source] The moon Arcana remains relatively the same as Persona 3, but an exclusive persona, Baal Zebul (the human avatar of Beelzebub), has
been included in the Moon Arcana repertoire. Portable[edit | edit source] When the female protagonist's path is taken, the moon Arcana is represented by Shinjiro Aragaki. Maximizing this social link before the Full Moon event in October will easily change history and Shinjiro's fate. Persona 4[edit | edit source] The Moon
Arcana Social Link is represented by Ai Ebihara, a student at Yasogami High School in Persona 4. The social link can be initiated as soon as the protagonist visits the Strength Arcana Social Link to a sufficient level. In addition, the protagonist's courage must reach at least Lv. 3 in order to initiate the social link. In the
events of the Moon Arcana Social Link, the protagonist helps Ai to confess her break-up with Kou Ichijo or Daisuke Nagase (depending on which team chooses the protagonist for the Strength Arcana Social Link) and then helps Ai to understand her conflicting feelings about her true self. At the end of the social link, Ai
will give the protagonist her compact mirror and give the ultimate shape of the moon Arcana, sandalphone, the angel of prayer. Persona 4 Arena Ultimax[edit | edit source] The moon Arcana is represented by the version of Sho Minazuki, who uses the persona Tsukiyomi. Persona Q: Shadow of the Labyrinth[edit | edit
source] Persona 5[edit | edit source] The Moon Arcana is represented by the confidant yuuki Mishima, who lists as the protagonist from May 6, while the protagonist heist completes requests from his website. In the events of the Lunar Trustee, the protagonist helps Mishima to meet his desire for a new identity, away
from the zero status he has bullied to faith. This confidant unlocks EXP bonuses and EXP wins for reserved fighters as he ascends. The completion of the Mondarcana confidant will also give the ultimate form of the Arcana, sandalphone. Royal[edit | edit source] In Royal, the selection of Moon Arcana has been slightly
changed because Persona Nue has been moved to Death Arcana and Byakhee has been added. Persona Q2: New Cinema Labyrinth[edit | edit source] List of demons[Edit | edit source] Persona 2[edit | edit source] Innocent Sin[edit | edit source] Eternal Punishment[edit | edit source] Persona Level Nightmare 3 Erinys
10 Pariker 20 Lilim 33 Succubus 47 Jahi 56 characters[edit | edit | Edit Source] Map Designs[edit | edit source] Friendship Points W/O - Without matching personaW - With matching Level 1 to 2 Points Needed : 0Ai: Hmmm, doesn't look like they have them new in. I already have it...
W/O
W1.Why do you buy so much?
- -2.We have to come back.
+2 +33.Stop whining - -Ai: Buy me an ice cream slat.
W/O W1. Sure.
- -2.Buy it yourself.
+3 +33.Let's spit one.
+1 +1Ai: You should get rid of all
sellers and deposit vending machines. Press a button, and out comes your clothes.
W/O W1. Sounds like a good idea.
- -3.That would be kind of boring.
- -Ranking Level 2 to 3 Points Needed : 4Ai: What should we do w/O W1 instead. Come shopping with
me.
+2 +22. Let's just cool down.
+2 +33. Why are we here again...?
- -Ai: If you look at it from your perspective, I would say that you were pretty lucky.
W/O W1. I appreciate it - -3. Not exactly... - -Ai rejected him without a second
thought...
W/O W1. Can't you be nice?
- -2. They could have spoken to him... - -3. It was downright cruel...
(Conversely) 4. Is everything looks like it?
- -Rank Level 3 to 4 points needed : 4*Sport Club BonusThe conversation is getting more and more
vulgar...
W/O W1. Stop them.
+3*3. Ignore them.
+2* +2*Ai: .......
W/O W1. Have you heard them?
- +32. Hey, let's go.
+3 +3Ranking Level 4 to 5 points required : 4*Sport Club BonusAi:
Th-thank you for that, last time...
W/O W1. What are you talking about?
+2 +2*2. Please.
+2 +2*3. I didn't do much.
+2 +2Ai: Do you think maybe I'm his type? O-Or do you think he hates it... People like me?
W/O W1. He
probably does.
? -*2. Have a little confidence.
+2 +23. I wouldn't know - -*4. ... ... +2 +2Ai: All I have to do is... ask him what his type is. That's it.
W/O W1. No problem.
- -2. Do not happen!
(Conversely) Ranking level 5 to 6
points needed : 0Ai: But if I can't be loved, what's the point!?
W/O W1. Try to calm down.
- -2. Come here... - -3. I hear you out.
- -Ai: It's not that I have other redemptive properties...
W/O W1. You're still young.
-2. He just doesn't know you.
- -3. I will shout at him later.
- -Ai: Haha, only I will be your friend.
(Temporary lovers) 2. ...... - -(Only if you voted second)Ai: Hmmc do you think we can be a good game?
W/O W1. I don't really care.
(Temporary
lovers) 2.Should think about it.
(Lover es Flag)****************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************/NormalRoute - Temporäre LiebhaberSie bleiben Freunde bis LV 10,
wo Sie die Möglichkeit, Liebhaber zu werden*********************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************Ranking Level 6 bis 7 Points Needed : 4Ai: Es tut mir leid. I don't want to keep hanging
out with me...
W/O W1. I don't mind.
+3 +32. About the time you said it.
+2 ? Ai: I wonder why...?
W/O W1. Because we are friends.
+3 +32. You have a crush on me.
+3 +33. Because I am special to
you.
? +3Ranking Level 7 to 8 points needed : 8Ai: He was just... a normal, good guy. I think what I felt was a kind of fleeting thing.
W/O W1. Passes all the time.
+3 +32. You can be so cruel.
? +33. Do you agree?
?
? Ranking 8 to
9 points required : 8Things don't look good... You feel that Ai is in danger.
W/O W1. Help her.
- -2. See what happens.
- -Ai: Uh... Sorry, was that unnecessary?
W/O W1. Thank you Are you okay?
+3 +33.
That was reckless from you.
+3 +3Ranking Level 9 to 10 points needed : 6What are you going to do?
W/O W1. Accept it.
(Love relationship) 2. Reject them.
-*************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************Lover es Route - Lover es FlagYou date until Lv 8 where you either break the social link or become
friends*************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************Ranking Level 6 bis 7 Punkte benötigt : 4Ai: Hey, warum wählst du mir nicht Kleidung für mich aus? What do you think I
would look good at?
W/O W1. Cute clothes ? +32. Sexy clothes.
+2 +33. Casual clothing.
- -Ai: Isn't that true, main character?
W/O W1. Yep.
+2 +32. We are?
?
? Ai:... Do

you think I'm pretty?
W/O W1. Of course you are.
+3 +32. Not really.
?
?3. What is going on.
?
-Ranking level 7 to 8 points required : 8Ai: Main character... Do you love me?
W/O W1. Of
course.
+3 +32. What is going on?
(Repeat question) Ai: You need me, don't you?
W/O W1. Do I really have to say it?
(Repeat question) Ranking 8 to 9 points required : 8Ai: I think we have to... Separate.
W/O W1.
Why?
- ?2. I don't want that.
- -3. You are selfish.
- -Ai: I'm so worthless...
W/O W1. That's not true.
+2 +32. Then let's find your value.
? +23. You decide your own value.
? +3Ai: I'm sure
you'll hate me at some point... and then leave me.
W/O W1. I'm not going anywhere.
- -2. Well, that could happen... - -3. You can't live in fear.
- -Ai: Is there a way... that we could only be friends?
W/O W1. Sure.
+3 +32. I knew all the time.
? +33. We need time apart.
(Broken) Ranking 9 to 10 points required : 6Ai: Still... I'm not good at being alone. I know it's a lot to ask, but... will you stay by my side?
W/O W1. Of course I will.
- -2. I will do my best...
- -3. You're strong enough now.
- -
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